NOVEMBER TCFSC
MONTHLY MEET UP
TRAVERSE CITY FIGURE SKATING CLUB NEWSLETTER

UPCOMING DATES AND EVENTS:
11/22: No Learn to Skate
11:24-11/27: No Skating for
Thanksgiving Break
12/10: Christmas Show 6:30pm
12/18: Last day of Fall Skating,
Christmas break begins
12/18: Christmas Celebration POSTPONED!!! (Due to Covid)- Gift
exchange still on!
1/4: Return to Skating

TCFSC NOVEMBER ROUND
OF APPLAUSE:
Good luck to our synchro teams as they begin
their competition season this month! We can't wait
to see what you do. Have fun together!
Thank you to our activities committee for their
hard work to add fun events for our members! We
appreciate it!
Congratulations skaters for 35 tests passed at the
Mt. Pleasant test session! We are so proud!

MONTHLY MENTAL MUSING:
Imagine This…
Imagery is one of the most popular, evidence based mental skills utilized by athletes. What makes imagery
(sometimes referred to as visualization) so effective, and how does it help performance? “Neural overlap”
occurs when we activate sensory regions of the brain as we imagine that we are performing a specific skill,
routine, or performance. Imagery is extremely effective in the brain’s wiring and firing process of how our
brain encodes actual movements. Imagery affects more than muscles, producing cardiovascular and
respiratory responses. Imagining tomorrow’s competition or that big weekend tournament, increases heart
rate, and breathing becomes short and shallow, just like it does in real life. Furthermore, the brain changes
that occur when learning a new skill physically are also occurring when they are imagined, resulting in real,
physical learning and development of the imagined skill. This is referred to as “functional equivalence”, which
is to say that we are not only building muscle memory, but also strengthening our mind-muscle connections.
Interestingly, similar brain activities are noted when a behavior is both imagined AND performed. Recorded
EMG activity showed similar responses in muscles when performing and when those same tasks were
imagined absent physical tasks. Additionally, imagery has become a staple in the recovery and rehabilitation
routines of athletes and other high performers experiencing overtraining syndrome and/or injury. In some
studies, alternating physical practice with imagery alone resulted in similar physical performance results,
despite a 50-percent reduction in physical training.
Imagery is best performed when multiple senses are incorporated into the exercise. The following, based on
the PETTLEP model (Physical, Environmental, Task, Timing, Learning, Emotion, and Perspective) are
suggested for optimal results when creating quality imagery experiences: 1. Get Physical. Walk through the
elements of the skill or routine. 2. Be Environmental. Think about the environment where you will be
performing. Take pictures. Recall details from the arena. Gather as much information about the venue and
incorporate it into imaging rehearsals. 3. Be a Taskmaster. Execute the task as you have practiced. 4. Be on
Time. Execute the skills, steps, etc. in real-time. 5. Learn to Adapt. This type of rehearsal allows for learning
to occur in real-time and many athletes report that they can make connections from coaching and/or
instructional sessions in this more controlled environment. 6. Get Emotional. Recall any emotional or physical
responses that accompany the performance environment. 7. Get Some Perspective. When possible, imagine
yourself from a “first person” perspective – EXPERIENCE yourself doing the task as opposed to a watching
yourself as though seeing yourself on video – a “third person” perspective. (Note: Third person perspective
can be effective in error correction!).
Imagery will never replace hard work and physical training; however, combining physical practice with daily
imagery training consistently yields superior performance results beyond that of physical practice alone.
Imagery is used to enhance training. It can help skaters crystallize newly learned information, can be tailored
for difficult to prepare for situations, is used in recovery and rehabilitation from injury, can be utilized to help
combat overtraining syndrome.
For more information, feel free to contact me via email at jpalamara@mac.com.

FROM THE BOARD ROOM:
Monthly meeting minutes are posted on the TCFSC
website under the resources tab as soon as minutes
are received from the Secretary. This section of the
newsletter is a brief recap of the previous months
meeting. For more in depth information, please see
minutes online. (October meeting recap below)
Mission, Vision, Value Statements - draft presented
to BOD from members that helped to create. Will be
presented at Annual meeting for full membership to
vote on.
Strong Learn to Skate numbers for Fall Session 1 and
2. Update: 52 skaters on Monday and 32 on Saturday.
Covid Committee to meet regarding masking and
procedures.
Parents/coaches to send competition/test pictures to
Rachel Sheppard at rocket3897@gmail.com for
bulletin board

Discussed ice numbers. Low numbers on Friday sessions.
Hope that ice show sign up will have an impact on ice
registration. Will reevaluate then.
Treasurer presented budgets for all club activities.
Ice show theme was announced. "Sing! High School
Musicals on Ice" - Featuring music from Grease, Hairspray,
Sing, and High School Musical. Show Chairs are Jen
Palamara and Laurie Appier
Synchro teams are going well. Intro to Synchro team is
practicing on Saturday mornings after learn to skate
Athletes committee doing can drive in November. Winter
clothing drive in December.
Christmas show being planned. Sarah Conrad and Melissa
Blyth are chairs. Masks will be required for all except when
skating per US Figure Skating Sanctioned event rules.

WISHING YOU A GREAT MONTH AND SEE YOU ON THE ICE!

